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December Club Meeting
Featuring Chip Leer

Thursday December 6, 2018
TCWU is thrilled to kick off the hard water
season with Chip Leer as our December guest
speaker. Chip is a Minnesota fishing legend
who has literally done it all. He will be covering
the newest in ice fishing tackle and technology
plus seasonal approaches and tactics to catch
more fish. Don't miss out on this great
opportunity to spend the evening with Chip!

He is looking forward to help us all catch more
fish and we look forward to seeing you all there!

President's Letter:

A Hello to Autumn in
Minnesota?

I want to send a big hello to all my TCWU
comrades this lovely November. I love the fall
season and look forward every year to October
and November. It is a great time to enjoy the
change of season and ease into Old Man



Winter. I guess I’m lost this year? Did I miss
something? You have got to love Minnesota!!
(Or not) …..
This cold snap is truly a shock to us all. This fall
has left many of us off the water with boats put
away for the season, waiting for the ice to
come. I’m grinding away chasing pheasant
around the upper Midwest to stay warm these
days. I have been talking to some folks who are
walleye fanatics, and it sounds like the ice belt
is closing in. Upper Red looks to have anglers
on it by the weekend before Thanksgiving. It
must be the global warming deal I guess?! I am
going to wait for a little harder water before I’m
heading out there on the ice. Those of you
venturing out early, please be safe and send in
pictures to the website so we can post them for
everyone to see.
I want to send a big thank you to Mark Courts for
his presentation at our October meeting. He
brought a lot of great ideas and innovations that
we can all apply to our fishing arsenals. Thank
you, Mark. We hope to have you back again
and please drop by anytime you are in town.
A very noteworthy event occurred after our last
meeting that I am excited about for the Club.
Our founding father and current special project
coordinator, Joe Roach, received an invitation
from the Minnesota DNR, to be a judge on the
panel of folks selected to choose the 2019
Walleye Stamp winner. I tagged along to St.
Paul with Joe and was able to observe the
process as it unfolded. This gave TCWU some
exceptional exposure in several areas,
especially within the confines of the DNR HQ! I
want to send a big Thank You to Joe. I want to
ask all of our membership to keep us posted if
you know of or hear about any event or project
that we can be part of that can keep this
exposure rolling along.
I am really excited for our December 6 meeting.
Chip Leer is someone I have watched on TV
and read his materials in the media for many
years. Don’t miss this meeting as we will get
some great take home information to use on the
water (or ice?).
Please be sure to give your input to the TCWU
board for any fishing opportunities, speaker
ideas, or things we can do as an organization
that will make our group stronger. If anyone
wishes to be involved with at the board level or
just want to volunteer, just let me know. Our
group will continue to grow with all of us working
together. I really appreciate all of the input you
all give to the Club!

Jim Wood

Click here to Join
TCWU Today

Sponsor Spotlight

B Fish N Tackle Designs Soft
Plastics, Jigs and Blade baits
targeting our favorite fish friend
Mr. Walleye. They have received
rave reviews on their AuthentX
Soft plastic product line. Pairing
these with their H2O Precision Jig
makes for a lethal Walleye
combo. Check out samples at out
next club meeting and check out
their website by clicking on their
Logo.

Click to view
2018/2019
Upcoming
Meetings

Check out Target Walleye
and sign up to receive
weekly emails loaded with
Fishing Tips, The Latest
News and Cool Pics with an
added touch of Fun.
Click on their logo below or
go to targetwalleye.com to
check out their website and
see what its all about.



President of Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited 

Special Thanks TROPHY Level Sponsors
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Visit our website
Visit our website

 Minnesota Military Youth Ice Fishing Clinic

TWCU members mark your calendars and save the date; Sunday February 10th



2019. We will volunteer host an ice fishing event specifically for all Veterans and
their family's. This will be in partnership with the Minnesota National Guard, and
Clam's Ice Team. We will provide details through meetings and social media as
times and locations are settled.

Thank You LUNKER Sponsors!

Guest Speaker Re-cap Mark Courts

Special thanks to Mark Courts our
November guest speaker. Truly an
amazing evening filled with
awesome information and cool
fishing tips. Mark really nailed it,
which resulted in a ton of member
interaction and created a a lot of
fun for all. For all of our members
who couldn't make it, here is a re-
cap of what you missed.

A little bite about Mark
Mark loved to fish so much when he was a youth, that he wouldn't stop even though he
was Allergic to fish. He spent many a day fishing on Locke Lake just outside of St. Cloud
and eventually found his way into tournament fishing for the past 20 Years. He recently
won the Lucas Oil Angler of the Year title on the Cabela's NWT, pretty cool achievement.
Mark earned his Charter Captain license and charters out of Door County Wisconsin.
Definitely check out what he has to offer at the end of the re-cap. Pretty cool opportunity
to spend the day fishing with such a knowledgeable a tournament fishermen and all
around great guy.

Re-Cap

Trolling Motor technology has changed and improved our ability to fish.
The Spot-Lock feature uses GPS to hold your boat position. With a push of a
button you are basically anchored with the added mobility to quickly adjust your
position.
The Jog feature compliments Spot-Lock by allowing you to move your position 5
feet in any direction with a push of a button.
Distance to Spot is another nice feature included, which is displayed on the
remote.
Follow the Contour is an awesome hands free feature that allows you to set a
specific depth contour to follow. It works in partnership with your Minn Kota i-Pilot
Link and your Humminbird mapping software.



Cruise control sets your Trolling motor for a specific speed.
Retracing your path is another option.
Set a casting range on your Sonar, and use your i-pilot stop lock to work
structures when casting. This is a great option to keep you from spooking fish off
your spot. Mark sets at approximately 60 feet.
Minn Kota’s i-Pilot has a wireless feature but Mark Likes a cable/cord for
consistent performance, good tip Mark!

Sonar
Adjust your sensitivity based on the lake or lake fishing conditions (clear lakes vs
dirty lakes) will make a big difference on your sonar.
Don’t worry about clutter; turn your sensitivity up far enough to see your jig,
thermoclines, zoo plankton, etc...

Side Imaging
Walleyes want to be around some sort of structure. Side Imaging is the best tool to see
the lake bottom and identify structure. Here are Mark’s tips and insights on using and
achieving top performance.

Side Imaging works best at 2.5 to 5 Miles per hour. If your images are blurred, slow
it down until they become crisp.
Look for structure and use your cursor to mark structure.
Never go past 100 foot side to side, 75 feet is a good starting point.
Screen size doesn’t matter/there are workarounds.

If you have a 7 inch screen, just full size it.
Or you can buy a second smaller unit one for mapping and one for sonar.

Common misconception on Side Imaging is on the water column under the boat.
Realize that the two sides of the image actually merge together.
The size of the water column under the boat will become wider or shorter
based on the depth of water you are in.

Dark bottom = soft bottom.
Light bottom image = harder bottom.
When he spots fish on Side Imaging he will go back over with 2-D Sonar.
Shadow size indicates the size of the structure/fish.
Fish really standout on sand with Side Imaging.
Zoom in on interesting structure or marks. You can literally tell what fish it is from
the shadow.
Makes finding Bluegill beds easy. “The image looks like a bad day on the golf
course”, touché Mark!

Using lake maps to your advantage
Adjust your water levels on high or low water.
Highlight your targeted depth on your depth highlight range and shade it in a three
foot range. Will help you easily focus on the key areas.
A perfect fish arc equals a fish that is 100% in the cone.

Preferred Equipment
Use the equipment that you feel comfortable with.
Use fast action and braid with a mono leader and you can feel everything.
Fast Tips allow for instant hook sets with power.
Braid on jigging raps with a mono leader enables you to break off easily when
snagged.
Mono for snap jigging in rocks.
Mono gives a little bit of stretch when fishing shiners. Fish are less likely to feel
your mono compared to braid.
Doesn’t use swivels, when tying Mono to Braid.
Use the Uni knot for tying Mono to Braid.
Likes Berkley Ultra X9 Braid.
Likes 7 Foot rods (personal preference).

Baits

Jigging Minnows
Johnny Darter Size 7 and 9. It has an over sized hook on back, no hook on front.
Mark fishes a #6 treble hook on all Jigging Minnows.



Johnny Darter has a Nose protector to protect the bait.
Cuts the front hook off his Jigging Raps, especially when Ice fishing. It will hook on
the bottom of the hole, which could cause losing a fish at the bottom of the hole.
Go to bait for casting is the Shiver Minnow, its weight forward design make it
unique.
Slide your Knot forward on the eye; for a dying minnow mimic. Super glue it down
to keep it there.
Jigging minnows rip right through cabbage. Try a #3 Shiver Minnows in the weeds.
Every time he jigs, he is setting the hook. Shorten up your jig stroke, very seldom
does he jig higher than 6 inches.
War pig has a slower fall and Rattle. Good for dirty water.
Use Rippin’ Raps in shallow water and use a slower presentation. Size 6 and 7.
Blade Baits work great on lakes, throw off a ton of vibration.
Snap Jig with twitch tails or minnows. Another option to try.
Hopkins Spoons are overlooked ½, ¾ or 1 oz. Tip with a tip of crawler or minnow
head.

Paint
Huge pink and white or purple and white color guy.
UV Paint Jobs offer a brighter color pallet.
Likes Glow paint.
ROI in Alexandria makes awesome custom painted baits.
Commented on the Old Rapala fire tiger paint job. Says it was the best.

Sound
Uses all tungsten weights because they make a clicking sound on the bottom.
Uses a Hydrowave to enhance his fishing. Hydrowave offers a lot of different
sounds to simulate feeding.
Unnatural Sounds will spook fish at times but it doesn’t seem to matter to much.
Mark does turn off all sounds and Sonar in shallow water.

Mark’s Fishing Tips
If you don’t Mark fish, either your electronics aren’t set correctly or the Fish aren’t
there.
Mapping today compared to 20 years ago is a game changer
Utilize Setting, technologies and take the time to drive around and find them.
75% of tournaments are won on artificial and 71% on some sort of jigging bait.
Target big individual fish instead of schools to change things up a little and
improve your skills.
Slide your knot forward on the eye of your Jigging Raps to create a wounded
minnow action. Use a little super glue to hold the knot in place.
Buy a combo Soft water/Hard water sonar to use as your bow unit and as your Ice
fishing unit, utilize it all year.

Thanks for coming out and speaking to the club Mark, it was a great night. Also thanks
for donating the Lucas Oil Slick Mist kit, to raffle off to our members, very cool!

Russell Nelson
Board Member Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited

Mark Courts - Break Time Charters
If you want to fish with Mark, check out his Break Time Charters. Mark has fished the
Great Lakes for 16 years and is an accomplished multi-species tournament angler. He
Captains a beautiful 36 foot Tiara and equips it with top of the line electronics Rods and
Reels. He is geared up to give you a Salmon and Trout experience of a lifetime.



Oh wait, that's not all, the Walleye and Smallmouth fishing is incredible. Mark is equipped
to go after these Bruisers. Break Time is located on Sturgeon Bay in Door County
Wisconsin.

Click Here or any of the pictures above to link to Mark's website

Newsletters now available on the TCWU Website
Hey great news members,

We have made a few changes to the www.tcwalleyes.com website, which include PDF's of
our past newsletters posted to the News and Newsletters tab. If you are looking for those
missing Guest speaker fishing tips, well now you got them any time you need. Click on
the link below to check it out.

NEWS & NEWSLETTERS

Chef Ben's Wildlife Kitchen
Welcome to Chef Ben's wildlife kitchen. This month we are serving up Jim Wood's Fish
Taco's. This is a recipe they enjoy at the cabin all summer long. His mom put this recipe
together this recipe several years ago and we all love it. Try this out and you will like it.

Bon Appétit!

Chef Ben

Fish Taco's

Fish Ingredients:

Approximately 1 lb Fish Filet's, Walleye or Crappie works perfect!
1 cup flour
1 Teaspoon ground cumin
1/2 Teaspoon granulated garlic
1 /2 teaspoon salt
2 Eggs beaten
1 Cup Panko bread crumbs
Salt and Pepper to taste

Toppings



Ripe Avocado sliced thinly
Dried Mango sliced thinly
 Pickled Cabbage Slaw
Cilantro
Sour Cream
Hot sauce
Fresh Lime wedges
Tortillas
Feel free to add your own personal favorite toppings.

Bake the fish strips

Step 1: Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Step 2: Pat dry fish filet's and slice into bite size strips.
Step 3: Combine flour and spices in a bowl or Tupperware and flour up the fish.
Step 4: Dip floured fish strips in egg wash.
Step 5: Then coat them with Panko bread crumbs.
Step 6: Place the strips on a greased sheet pan and bake 12 to 15 minutes.

When the fish is cooked it's time to eat.

Enjoy and special thanks to Janet Wood. Love you mom!!

Ben Roach
Board Member of Twin Cities Walleyes Unlimited 

Thank You KEEPER Sponsors!



Conservation Corner

Without a doubt,Walleyes are the most highly prized fish in the state. Not only do they
put up a great fight but they taste great too. However, in the pursuit of this fish we
sometimes get a bit carried away when it comes to bagging a limit or taking a picture.
Every once in while you see someone keep a young fish on the bottom end of the slot
size or when they reel in a large fish they keep it out of the water for 10 minutes to take
pictures. When keeping fish it is important to consider the size of the fish being kept, the
smaller the fish the younger the fish and by keeping them it takes away future fingerlings
they might produce. It is similar with the taking of the 20+ inch fish, if we want to have
more big fish to catch then we need to better handle the ones we reel in. Fish that are
hooked in the mouth almost always survive once released so it is important to set the
hook quickly to avoid hooking them to deeply, also have your net, pliers and camera
ready to go if you want to take pictures, the less time the fish is out of the water the
better. It is also important to remember that you do not always have to catch a limit, the
fish have to win every once in a while.

Will Roach
Board Member of TCWU 

Thank you VALUED Club Donors
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Follow us on Twitter:


